Students apply their skill
knowledge on writing
blackline masters

Activities for each topic
help teachers informally assess
students’ understanding

Pages 12 and 190, Comprehension Teacher Guide: Level 2
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Formal assessment blackline
masters help the teacher
evaluate whether students
have mastered each skill
Blackline masters provide
a formal assessment
for each lesson

Pages 139–140, Comprehension Teacher Guide: Level 2

Level 2
Comprehension
Evaluation Guide
Comprehension Evaluation Guide: Level 2 enhances students’
reading and writing skills in fiction and nonfiction genres by
enabling teachers to target areas where students need support.
Designed in a standardized-test format (featuring multiple
choice, short answer, and extended response questions), the
evaluation guide helps students build test-taking skills and
confidence.

Using unseen text,
students are able to
respond to various genres

Page 27, Comprehension Evaluation Guide: Level 2
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Multiple choice questions
introduce students to
standardized test formats

COMPREHENSION

Extended response
prompts test students’
abilities to construct
writing pieces based on
skills taught in Fast Track
Reading

Short answer
questions provide an
opportunity for students
to demonstrate
understanding

Pages 29 and 34, Comprehension Evaluation Guide: Level 2

Fluency Teacher Guide
Fast Track Reading‘s Fluency Teacher Guide provides explicit
instruction for each fluency component. Each component
includes research-based strategies necessary for developing
student’s fluency: guided practice, repeated reading, and

Page 5, Fluency Teacher Guide: Level 2
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independent reading. Blackline masters for the chapter
books include familiar graphic organizers and home
connections.

Page 16, Fluency Teacher Guide: Level 2
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Fluency CDs

“Shark in the Water” Fluency Card, front and back

Fluency CDs feature two readings of each Fluency
Card. The first reading provides a model of fluent
reading students can listen to. The second provides
support for students as they practice reading the
card. The CDs model fluent reading rate and proper
phrasing, where to pause in the reading, and which
words to stress for an expressive reading.

Fluency
Chapter Books
Engaging stories at the independent reading level correspond to
each instructional level and provide students with opportunities
to build reading mileage.

Page 17, Fluency Teacher Guide: Level 2
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PHONE 800-648-2970

FAX 800-593-4418
Fast Track Reading is designed
in 2 1/2 hour time blocks for grades 4, 5, and 6, and
in 60 minute time blocks for grades 6, 7, and 8.

Why put your delayed readers in another yearlong remedial program? Accelerate them to
grade level as quickly as possible with Fast
Track Reading. With Fast Track Reading your
delayed readers will read—and understand—on
their own.

Pages 47 and 49, Fast Track Reading Program Guide

FLU E NCY
PROGRAM GUIDE

INSIGHT Professional Development
Fast Track Reading professional development
provides explicit and systematic training for
successful implementation of a comprehensive
intervention program. Participants gain a deep
understanding of the components of reading
(phonological awareness/phonics, word study,

vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency), while
learning how to accelerate low-performing
students to grade level. Follow-up support based
on district needs is also available from INSIGHT
Professional Development.

Module Topics
➤ Assessment
➤ Phonological Awareness/Phonics
➤ Word Study

Presentation Mode
30% Direct Instruction
30% Demonstration
40% Discussion/ Practice

➤ Comprehension
➤ Fluency
➤ ELL and Special Needs
➤ MatchWord™
➤ Management

Call 1-800-648-2970
for INSIGHT Professional
Development information
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Why put your delayed readers in another yearlong
remedial program? Accelerate them to grade-level
reading as quickly as possible.
The Fast Track Reading program
✦ Targets fourth- through eighth-graders reading
two or more years below grade level
✦ Combines direct, explicit skills and phonics
instruction with comprehension coaching and
fluency practice
✦ Helped students in five- and ten-week pilot
studies achieve remarkable success!
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